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Abstract—Measuring signal in gearbox fault diagnosis low 

signal-to-noise ratio, high frequency of characteristic signal 

and noise reduction was difficult.  And general gear fault 

diagnosis method was hard to solve the space-time 
registration problem of multiple source information. So 

probability box theory and information fusion methods were 

applied in this paper, which introduced the basic 

development process of the probability boxes and the 

methods of information fusion. However, independent 

irrelevance of measured signal was assumed before 

information fusion, which was unreasonable. For this reason, 

classification strategy and pattern of correlation based on 
probability box theory was put forward. The experiment 

proved that correlation classification for multiple source 

information during gear fault diagnosis improved fusion 

efficiency and science, can better met the authenticity of the 

space-time registration problem of multiple source 

information. which developed a new approach to gear fault 

diagnosis or bear fault diagnosis research to solve the space-

time registration problem of multiple source information. 

Keywords- gear fault;probability box theory;space-time 

registration ;information fusion; correlation;   

I.  INTRODUCTION  

  Gear transmission is commonly used in the machinery 

transmission ways.In many cases, the gear failure is an 
important factor of inducing mechanical failure.So the gear 

fault diagnosis is very important and practical significance. 
  Gear box vibration noise is big and the environment is 

poor in the practical work, the extracted signal to noise 
ratio of gear vibration signal is low, especially the fault 

occurred in early. The fault feature signals submerged in 

noise, the classical Fourier spectrum analysis method and 

commonly used wavelet transform were difficult to extract 
the fault frequency feature [1-3]. At the same time, it is 

difficult to solve the space-time registration   problem 

based on multi-source information.  
  Probability boxes theory provides a new research way to 

solve the above two problem. In 1966 Moore[4]firstly put 

forward "cognitive uncertainty"by using interval to definite 

it purely , named "Type I uncertainty". "Accidental 

Uncertainty"  usually expressed by probability theory.In 
1967 Dempster [5] proposed the expression of probability 

upper and lower bound that is based on multivariate 

mapping relation.Shafer [6]put forward the famous 

Dempster Shafer evidence theory in 1986 , the theory takes 
basic probability distribution function as the core, with 

belief functions and likelihood function contain 

uncertainty problem, which meet more weaker condition 

than Bayesian inference.In 1990, Williamson [7] put 
forward the expression of correlation and convolution of 

interval probability algorithm in”Type I uncertainty”
problem.American Sandia National laboratory in 2003 [8] 
promoted the project of cognitive uncertainty, the 

laboratory combined DS evidence theory with probability 

analysis, put forward at the same time the express of "Type 

I uncertainty" and "Type II" uncertainty”  based on 

Demspster Shafer Structure (DSS) theory of probability 

box theory. Probability box theory applied successively 

involves fault system failure probability assessment [9], 
the dynamic responses of the vibration system uncertainty 

evaluation [10], the uncertainty expression of climate 

change [11] and the application is being extended. 
  A probability box is the class of distribution function 

)(xF and )(xF such that )()()( xFxFxF  for all 

x  value. Probability boxes thus express interval-like 

uncertainty about a distribution function. Probability 

bounds analysis was the collection of methods and 
algorithms that were used to do calculations with, and 

made inferences from, probability boxes.The probability 

boxes theory can take subjective and objective 

uncertainties into account and make up the defect of 
discarding rich statistical information due to feature 

extraction process. The raw data is firstly converted into a 

probability box and then probability boxes are fused. 

Using probability box as the space-time registration 
framework can solve the second problem [12]. 
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III.

II

  General speaking, the information obtained from a single 

sensor is very limited, and it just feedback the partial 
signal of environment characteristic. Multiple sensors can 

get a lot of information from the whole space angles, but 

there is a redundancy and conflict between information. 

Therefore, the correlation analysis can eliminate the false 
and retain the true, reflecting the system state fully.  

  Correlation classification strategy and pattern were 

summarized. The experiment proved the application value 

of perfect correlation and positive correlation. At last, the 
fused information was integrated to probability box, which 

laid the foundation for gear fault pattern recognition based 

on probability box theory. 
 
. RESEARCH ON INFORMATION FUSION BASED ON 

PROBABILITY BOX THEORY DURING GEAR FAULT 

DIAGNOSIS 
  Information fusion is a theory processing multiple source 

information. That is to say, comprehensive treatment the 

information of different time and space, explore a variety 

of physical quantities by using multisensory, grading 
processing multiple source and multiple data, determine 

the system state accurately and timely, provide the right 

judgment of system fault and fault mode, and analyze the 

relationship between statement(fault)、 phenomena and 

cause[13]. 

  Based on different actual demand and feasibility, a lot of 
information fusion models were put forward [14]. For 

classification model，which an be divided into two broad 

categories.one was that the external characteristics  model  
based on the system, such as function model, structure 

model, the position fusion model, input and output model 

and so on.The other was that the own characteristic model 

based on fusion algorithm such as layered fusion model, 
convergence properties and so on. 

  When the model is established, the algorithm is the key 

for information fusion. Measured signal signal-noise is low, 

feature signal frequency is high, transfer path is complex, 
noise reduction is difficult, those are characteristic of gear 

fault diagnosis. Probability box theory has great advantage 

of processing original signal’s containment and uncertainty. 

One is considering subjective and objective factors, which 
reflects the comprehensive uncertain veritably. The other is 

that it can solve the multiple source space-time registration 

problem. 

  However, independent irrelevance of measured signal 
was assumed before information fusion, which was 

unreasonable. Evidence theory keep conservatism when 

solve contradictory data, so some scholars put forward 

different information fusion algorithm [15-17].Measured 
on the same target of multiple source information exist the 

redundancy and complementarity of space and time, which 

there is a certain correlation. So analyzing the multiple 

source correlation contribute to grasp the internal 
connection between the information, which develop a new 

method based on probability box theory information fusion 

algorithm. 

 CORRELATION CLASSIFICATION BASED 

ON PROBABILITY BOX THEORY 

Based on probability theory, we defined the correlation 

between event A and event B like this [18]. 
  Assuming that the small circle denotes the event A 

probability interval, the great circle denotes the event B 

probability interval. Correlation classification between 

event A and B as follow Fig .1: 

 
 

 

Perfect Positive Independent 

  

 

Negative Opposite  
Figure 1:Correlation classification between two events depicted in Venn 

diagrams. 

  Perfect correlation denotes happened in a small circle of 

events will occur in the great circle. 

  Opposite correlation denotes happened in a small circle of 
events will not occur in the great circle. 

  Independent correlation denotes intersection is small 

between event A and B probability interval, or considered 

intersection is empty set, then define event A and B are 
independent uncorrelated.  

  Define the case between perfect correlation and 

independent uncorrelated as positive correlation. 

  Define the case between opposite correlation and 
independent uncorrelated as negative correlation. 

  The formulas for probabilities of conjunction and 

disjunction under perfect dependence are: 

   perfect , min(a,b)P A B and a b    

     perfect , max ,P A B or a b a b   

  The formulas for probabilities of conjunction and 
disjunction under opposite dependence are: 

   opposite , max(a b 1,0)P A B and a b      

   , min(1,a b)oppositeP A B or a b    

  The formulas for probabilities of conjunction and 

disjunction under positive dependence are: 

     positive , ,min ,P A B and a b ab a b     
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V.

IV.

     positive , 1 (1 a)(1 b),max ,P A B or a b a b       


  The formulas for probabilities of conjunction and 

disjunction under negative dependence are: 

     negative , max 1,0 ,P A B and a b a b ab      


     negative , 1 (1 a)(1 b),min 1,P A B or a b a b        
 

 CORRELATION EXPRESSION FORM BASED 

PROBABILITY BOX THEORY 

  Assume that E denotes the expectation and V denotes the 
variance, r denotes the correlation between two events, as 

formula 9 

)()(

)()()(

BVAV

BEAEABE
r






  Assume that the expectation of an indicator function for 

an event A is the probability of the event P(A). Formula 9 

can evolve into Formula 10, as follow 

))(1)(())(1)((

)()()(

BPBPAPAP

BPAPBAP
r








  Apply r to Lucas correlation model, get the formula 11: 

       , , 1 1LucasP A B and a b r ab r a a b b      

Where (A)a P (b)b P  

  Correlation exist uncertainty as well, using probability 
box theory express the uncertainty, formula 12 defined  

 

   

max 1,0

1 1

a b
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  Whereby, 
r

denotes correlation factor r estimate lower 

limit, r  denotes correlation factor r estimate upper limit, 

correlation r to be no smaller than 
r

 and no larger than r . 
 

 INFORMATION FUSION CORRELATION 

EXPERIMENT BASES ON PROBABILITY BOX 

THEORY  

  In order to testify the fusion difference under the 

condition of different correlation based on probability box 

theory, we assumed that two gear fault experiment 

information source obeyed exponential distribution, 

Dempster Shafer Structure of the exponential distribution 

parameter   as follow: 

1 2[2,3,1], [2.1,2.9,1]DSS DSS   
  Contrasting two information source, the Dempster Shafer 

Structure of the exponential distribution parameter   was 
very close, which belong to perfect correlation. Under the 

independent uncorrelated assume, two probability box 

fusion result using DS evidence theory is Fig .2. In order to 
clearly express purpose, it cut out the back of the data of 

more than 10 in the horizontal direction. Under the 

condition of perfect correlation, taking Lucas correlation 

model’s correlation factor 
,r r 

  inset DS evidence fusion 

algorithm from formula 12, the result was Fig .2. 
  Contrasting two tables, it indicated that the fusion result 

under the condition of the perfect correlation was more 

reasonable than under the assumption of independent 

uncorrelated. The information source fusion result under 
the perfect correlation condition were no different than 

before, but the result of the Fig .2(a) was less than 

satisfactory distinctly. The paper also built some models in 

view of the correlation between other conditions, the result 
improved contrasting the default fusion algorithm. 

  Numerical quantitative analysis to the results of Fig .2 

and Fig .3, by using the method of definite integral area. 

Assumed that the probability area of the p-box 1、p-box 2 

and the fusion between p-box 1 and p-box 2 respectively 

were: A1，A2，A3. Defined the fusion overlap factor  

was formula 13: 

3

1 2

2
= 100%

A

A A
 



                                               (13) 

  The overlap factor numerical value of the default DS 
fusion algorithm and the modified DS fusion algorithm 

under the perfect correlation condition respectively were 

59.7% and 97.6%. 
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Figure 2. the analog signals’ DS evidence fusion result comparison under 

independent correlation condition 
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VI.
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Figure 3. the analog signals’ DS evidence fusion result comparison under 

positive correlation condition  

 
  On the gear fault test bench, the paper studied the gear 

crack, lay out the sensor as follow: 
  Two acceleration sensors were distributed in 2mm 

distance on the bearing seat, which got perfect correlation. 

  On the top and the side of the bearing seat distributed an 

acceleration respectively, which got positive correlation. 
  It got vibration acceleration amplitude signals from gear 

crack acceleration sensor, then the singular value denoising 

processing, and according to the sampling frequency 

grouping processing, getting the DSS data of each group. 
According to DSS value, built two sensor p-boxes owing 

to the different layout. The paper computed DS fusion 

algorithm under the independent uncorrelated condition 

and the modified DS fusion algorithm based on Lucas 
correlation model, the overlap factor value were presented 

in Table 1. 

TABLE I .GEAR CRAKE FUSION RESULT CONTRAST 
UNDER DIFFERENT COLLELATION CONDITON  

Experiment 

type 
Perfect correlation 

experiment 
Positive correlation 

experiment 

Algorithm   Independent Perfect Independent Positive 

  80% 100% 57.8% 97.8% 

 

  The Table 1 indicated that gear crack fault result was 

similar between perfect correlation experiment and analog 

signal. The experiment proved that the modified DS fusion 
algorithm based on Lucas correlation model was effective 

for gear crack fault diagnosis. The paper were made a 

similar experiment for other gear wear and plastic 

deformation, the result was similar. 

 CONCLUSION 

  The paper expounded the classification strategy and 
pattern of information fusion correlation based on 
probability box theory, the experiment proved that the data 
fusion difference between different correlation. On the 

gear fault text bench, it got perfect correlation data and 
positive correlation data .The paper computed DS fusion 
algorithm under the independent uncorrelated condition 
and the modified DS fusion algorithm based on Lucas 
correlation model. The experiment proved that the latter 
was effective for gear crack fault diagnosis. Therefore, 
gear fault diagnosis correlation classification for multiple 
source information improved fusion efficiency, which laid 
a foundation for pattern recognition. 
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